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Message from the President…
As I sit here looking out on our beautiful piece of paradise called “Cordova Lake”
reflecting on the past year, I realize it has been another unusual year. We are all still
dealing with a global pandemic and our lives have been impacted in numerous ways.
Even our little community of “Cordova Lake” has seen many changes.
1. We are currently short one position (Vice President) on the Cordova Lake
Cottage Association (CLCA) Executive Committee.
2. We had the worst year, in terms of weeds on the lake, so will be looking for
volunteers to put together a sub-committee to look into this issue.
3. Even our Regatta, if we are allowed to hold it in 2022, is in jeopardy unless we
have some new volunteers offer to manage it.
4. Our CLCA Website could use someone with good web skills to help manage it.
So, the existing Members of the CLCA Executive Committee are asking if any of you
are willing to put your name forward and volunteer your time, to help. Please contact the
CLCA Secretary (Ashley Carnevale) at secretaryclca@gmail.com if you are interested in
any of the four areas listed above.
Our only source of revenue this year, besides our $20 CLCA Membership Dues, was
the sale of the “What’s Cookin’ on Cordova Lake” Cookbook. Thanks goes out to Janet
Gammon and Allyson Gubb for volunteering to manage this endeavour. Copies are still
available at the cost of $15. Please see article about cookbook in the newsletter for
more details.
On a lighter note, with all the wonder, whimsy, and occasional wistfulness that comes
along with Christmas time, sometimes it’s hard to put into words just how the holiday
season makes us feel. So, I am borrowing the quote below.
“The thing about Christmas is that it almost doesn’t matter what mood you’re in, or what
kind of year you’ve had – it’s a fresh start.” – Kelly Clarkson
So, with 2022 just around the corner, cheers to a fresh start to all of you and your
extended families. Please stay safe!
Regards, Elaine Epp CLCA President

Please Remember to
support the advertisers.
Many of our advertisers are part
of the Cordova Lake Community!

Dear Cordova Lakers,
We hope you all enjoyed the amazing summer of 2021 on our beautiful lake!
We wish to extend a heart felt thank you to those of you who so generously AND
eagerly supported this year’s lake fundraiser by purchasing the 2021 edition of
the Cordova Lake Cookbook! We sincerely hope you’re enjoying it as much as
we enjoyed putting it together.
We also want to thank our team of “sales reps” on the lake for their help in
making the cookbook easily available for you to purchase no matter where you
were on the lake: Nancy Grozelle, Clare Matthews, Joanne Butkevics, Sue Tilley
and Liz Carroll.
As always happens, despite multiple reviews of the draft document before
sending it to print, a few errors have been discovered. We’re pretty sure that our
cottage gourmet community would have recognized the errors/omissions and
known exactly what to do, but just in case, we want to summarize for you the
changes that need to be made (that we know of so far!).
Page 5: Add ½ cup of chopped fresh cilantro and ½ tsp cumin to the salsa dip.
Page 49: Add one clove of crushed garlic to the chili mayonnaise.
Page 65: In step 3 add the garlic powder to the crumbs, cheese, basil and
oregano.
There are still copies of “What’s Cookin’ on Cordova Lake” available for the
incredible price of only $15. They make wonderful hostess gifts, Christmas gifts,
Valentines Day gifts, Mothers Day gifts, Fathers Day gifts, birthday gifts,
anniversary gifts, housewarming gifts, shower gifts and “thinking of you” gifts.
Time to stock up so you’re prepared for gifting in 2022!
Please email jgammon8892@gmail.com to find out where you can pick up your
copy.
Wishing everyone a safe and joyous holiday season and a Happy New Year!
Looking forward to seeing everyone again in the summer of 2022 for another
incredible cottage season!
Be well.
Janet Gammon and Allyson Gubb

.
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Is the wolf the most Canadian animal?
BY ALI AMAD PUBLISHED: DECEMBER 8, 2021

This essay about the wolf was originally published as part of “The Great Canadian
Creature Feature” appeared in the June/July 2021 issue of Cottage Life.
Growing up as a ‘90s kid in the United Arab Emirates, I was often glued to the television
screen in my living room. Along with subtitled reruns of Full House and ER, a
smattering of Canadian shows had somehow made it all the way to the Middle East. I
didn’t know much about Canada, a country nearly 11,000 kilometres away. But
television taught me a lot about it, both fact and fiction.
My favourite shows were North of 60, a CBC drama about a First Nations town in the
Northwest Territories, and Due South, a quirky police procedural about an impossibly
polite Canadian Mountie, played by Paul Gross. The Mountie’s constant companion was
Diefenbaker, a majestic, white part-wolf that also happened to read lips—in several
languages.
Living as I did in a country where 40-degree summers and sand storms are the norm,
Canada’s cold winters, endless snow, and wide expanses of forest became the stuff of
fantasy. For me, nothing evoked “Canada” more than an imperious wolf calling to its
pack with a piercing howl that resonated across the snowy pines of the wilderness. Ever
since those formative years, the wolf has been prominent in my conception of Canada—
even after fantasies became different realities when I immigrated to Toronto in 2006.
I arrived in Canada as a shy, inexperienced 17-year-old university student, separated
from my family for the first time. Those early days were exciting, but also terrifying—I
was in a strange city in an inconceivably large country where no one really knew or

cared about me. And I can definitively say that my first-hand experiences of Canada’s
frigid winter temperatures and deluges of snow were the furthest thing from my
romanticized fantasies. Those first few years in Canada were tough. In many ways, I
identified with the lone wolf, continents and oceans away from my pack. I had to learn
to rely on myself to forge a life and career here. I became stronger and more resilient.
Those traits are what I admire the most about wolves—about all of Canada’s wolf
species. They’re survivors. Wolves lead harsh lives. While some can live up to 13 years
in the wild, most die far earlier through disease, starvation, or from human hunting
rifles. They’re shy like I once was, but behind their skittish elusiveness is a dogged
desire to live. This desire is what makes them so terrifying to their prey, but it’s also
why they’re revered by many First Nations as fearless and patient hunters. While I flew
on a plane to leave my family behind, wolves that depart from their pack are known to
take solo treks for hundreds of kilometres in search of food and a new home. And in an
incredible testament to their endurance and resolve, they can go a week or longer
without eating.
Tiny wolf pups practice howling together
But as much as I developed my independence in Canada, I learned that being
alone is a limiting way to live. Similarly, while wolves can fend for themselves if
they have to, they’re also social animals that will work together. The entire pack
assumes

responsibility for each pup, and a female wolf will adopt the pups of another mother
who starves or fails to return from a hunt. I respect how wolves take this balanced
approach to life—depending on the situation, they rely on themselves or the collective.
After my initial isolation in Canada, I made university friendships that have grown into
lifelong bonds. Those friends are my brothers today. My new pack. They were the ones
who introduced me to a version of Canada that I’d only experienced on television.

Cordova Lake Memories!

After the storm December 2021
Picture Courtesy of David Nickleford

Happy Holidays!
from
Sam’s Place General Store
3320 County Road 48
Havelock, ON K0L 1Z0
Phone: 705-778-3815
Hours of Operation:
Monday to Saturday 8am to 8pm
Sunday 9am to 6pm
Closed Christmas Day and
New Years Day.
Closing at 6pm December 26th/21 and January 2/22
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10 reasons to escape to the cottage this
holiday season
BY CHLOE RISTOW PUBLISHED: DECEMBER 1, 2017

The holiday season is fast approaching, and with it a flood of events, engagements, and
responsibilities. Office Christmas parties, family dinners, and jam-packed malls don’t
make your winter break very relaxing. So why not get away from it all? Here are 10
reasons why you should escape to the cottage this holiday season.
Wintry gifts can be unwrapped, and unleashed
From toques to toboggans, a holiday trip to the cottage lets you put your newly gifted
winter gear to the test. Giftees will be warm, and gifters will know they’ve made the
right choice. Even those socks that Santa brings every year will be put to good use.
The harder the work, the sweeter the reward
For many of us, a winter trip to the cottage can be quite an undertaking. Aside from
doubling the amount of clothing that we have to pack, some cottagers are faced with
the added difficulty of unplowed driveways and laneways. Seasonal properties are often
accessed via private laneway, and may be left unplowed by municipalities. This could
mean loading up the toboggan for any number of trips to and from the head of the road.
For boat access cottagers, this could mean a lengthy trek over ice. (Remember to be
sure of ice conditions before you being your trip!)

These voyages, while arduous, are so rewarding. There is an added pride and pleasure
to loading up all that one needs and hiking off into the snow. That first cottage beer
never tasted so good!
Keeping it simple
The added struggles of access have a secondary benefit. You can be certain that once
you have to drag items into the cottage yourself, you’ll bring only what you really need.
You can leave behind the clutter and enjoy what truly matters, good food and good
company.
Unplug and unwind
The lack of cell service in many of our cottage communities can be a real blessing this
time of year. With work responsibilities generally in a lull due to the holiday season,
this is the perfect time to enjoy a guilt-free unplugged holiday. Set that out-of-office
reply and enjoy the rural bliss you’ve been missing.
No drop-ins
Christmas is a social time, and while we all love to visit over the holidays, it can often
become overwhelming, especially when that “good company” shows up unannounced.
With a busy holiday schedule, moments of solitude can be few and far between. At the
cottage in the winter, you can be almost certain that those who show up, are on the
guest list.
A wintry night sky
Ice-cold winter nights bring crystal clear winter skies. For the seasoned astronomer or
the curious amateur, winter brings about some the most amazing stargazing
opportunities. This is a great time to do a little research and find out which
constellations you can only see in winter. A clear sky on a winters night can make you
forget all about missing your favourite TV show.
All-day campfires
For the fire-bug in the family, holiday cottaging has an added benefit; campfires are no
longer an evening affair. A winter day spent adventuring outdoors is far more enjoyable
with a roaring campfire to toast lunches, cook dinners, and dry out soggy mitts and
toques. And not needing to run inside to get warm ensures you make the most of the
daylight hours.

Booze stays cold in the snowbank
‘Nuff said.
Get to know the locals
One person’s community is another person’s year-round hometown. The rural natural
resource and tourism-based hubs that support our cottage communities are some of the
most interesting places in all of Canada. General stores that are passed down through
generations, eclectic art and craft shops, and hole-in-the-wall diners are a treasure
trove of friendly faces and rich history. While things are a little less hectic in town, why
not take the time to get to know your seasonal neighbours?
The solace of winter
Packed shopping malls, jammed schedules, late nights, and early mornings. The
holiday season can be a stressful one. The cottage may be just the winter escape you
need to relax and recover.
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